
Textbook: Introduction to Nanoscience and Nanotechnology

Chap. 2 Self-Assembly and Self-Organization

2.1 Advantages of Self-Assembly

- For material fabrication, 
   top-down approach: a rough, large scale materials -> a shape into it
   bottom-up approach: simple building blocks in a pre-designed scheme-> assembly

- Miniaturization of electrical components (a fundamental demand for high-speed operation):
  1) top-down approach has been extensively employed up to sub micrometers (a few tens of 
     nanometers) in microelectronics industries, following the Moore's law,
     but has inherent limitations of shorter wavelengths, formation of 3-dimensional structures.
  2) bottom-up methodology (molecular self-assembly) provides a direct access to the nanometer 
     regime; molecular building blocks that assemble spontaneously into defined, desired 
     structures -> The main challenge is the assembly process!

2.2 Intermolecular Interactions and Molecular Recognition 

- Intermolecular Interactions (see, TABLE 2.1):
  1) Electrostatics; Coulomb interactions between opposite charges
  2) Hydrogen bonding; donor-acceptor interactions specifically involving hydrogen as the
     proton donor and a base as the proton acceptor
  3)  interactions; attractive forces between electron-rich interior of an aromatic ring with 



     the electron-poor exterior of an aromatic ring
  4) Dispersion forces; momentary induced dipole-dipole interactions (London forces)
  5) Hydrophobic effects: association of non-polar binding partners in an aqueous medium or
     vice versa

[Key Issue] How to incorporate molecular recognition and molecular programming into macromolecular 
    nanoscale systems and to extend the order into the macroscale regime.

2.3 Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAMs) 

- A spontaneous chemisorption process: surface-active head group 



- Molecular junction (bet Au electrodes)                  - Single atom transistor
                                                  (Cobalt coordinated terpyridine thiols)

                                                  



- STM patterning of SAMs



- Microcontact Printing (uCP)



- Dip-pen nanolithography (DPN)



- Nanotransfer printing (NTP)



2.4 Electrostatic Self-Assembly 

- Layer-by-Layer Deposition (LBL) 



- LBL with metallic nanoparticles for sensing applications



- 3-D nanocomposites; polymer capsules, DNA directed-assembly





2.5 Self-Organization of Block-Copolymers

- Homopolymers, random copolymers, block copolymers



- Phase behaviors of different polymers



- Metal nanowire formation
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